


Moving towards the companionway past the

wheel position, the coaming mounted sheet winches

and the coachroof mounted halyard winches, more

thoughtful touches become apparent. There are plenty

of over-size lifeline points, for example, and a high

coaming to keep the cockpit dry in a seaway

But it is below decks that the Corsair really begins

to show her true colours. The first impression is of quality

teak everywhere, finished to a standard usually only

found on one-off, larger yachts. The galley would not

shame a home ashore, with a large work surface in

ceramic tiling, stylish wooden louvre slide doors to the

lockers and a new, efficient plate and cup storage

system. The gimballed cooker has two burners, an oven

and a grill, and a large ice box and twin sinks are

provided. More than enough to cook a feast, anywhere

in the world!

Forward of the galley is the main saloon, wh~re ample

locker space with solid teak louvre doors lines the walls

around the folding table. Luxurious seating surrounds the

table, with enough room for a full crew and converts

easily to a large 4'9" double berth.

Forward of the main cabin are the main heads and

hanging lockers. The heads feature a newly modernised

vanity unit. and hot and cold pressurised water is

available at the taps and for the shower.

A large double V-berth is provided in the

forecabin, with shelves, lockers and individual reading

lights above.

Aft of the main saloon is the walkthrough to the aft

cabin, with the comfortable navigator's berth and a

The Westerly Corsair 11 36 is an imposing vessel. Second

only to the Sealord in the Westerly fleet, the Corsair

provides luxurious accommodation for up to eight

people, yet is so tractable as to be easily handled by

just two.

The designer of the Corsair, Ed Dubois, made it

his business to ensure that she displays excellent sea-

worthiness, viceless handling and a brisk turn of speed

without sacrificing any volume or comfort below decks.

The result is an elegant, modern yacht which like

any Westerly immediately appeals to the eye even in

harbour. Her build quality is immediately apparent from

the deep lustre of the hull, and traditional yet practical

features like the solid teak rubbing strakes and toerails.

Stepping aboard, the first thing to be noticed is the

impression of space. The side decks are wide and clear,

with.ergonomically sited grabrails, handrails and lifelines.

The mast foot is uncomplicated, with all main halyards

and lines led aft to the cockpit.

The self -draining cockpit itself is deep and

comfortable, providing a large, safe working area. Below

the starboard seat is a truly cavernous sail locker, with

plenty of space for all the usual gear a cruising yacht

acquires as well as the full complement of sails. Access to

the locker is easy and safe with two generous steps and

a gullwing I.ocker lid.
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large access panel to the powerful diesel engine.

The luxurious aft cabin is of stateroom dimensions.

complete with an en suite heads and pressure hot and

cold water supply to the washbasin. Hanging lockers are

provided for shoregoing clothes. and then there are

fitted storage shelves above the double berth.

Before returning on deck, the navigation station on

the port side of the companionway steps is worthy of

some attention. The chart table will take a full Admiralty

chart folded in half. There is a lot of storage for books

and all the rest of the navigator's equipment. a curved

seat for comfort at sea, and an instrumentation panel/

with battery condition indicator. /
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Throughout, the humidity That's how

Westerly Corsair is a tribute Westerly yachts have

to our craftsmen's art. The gained their reputation

teak workshops take pride for strength and longevity:

in selecting the finest and goes some way to

timber for the woodwork explaining why a

below, including the solid Westerly will hold its

bulkheads which are value, while all around

bonded into the hull to are losing theirs.

provide additional stiffen- Under sail. the

ing which is part of the Westerly Corsair is a

Lloyds Hull Construction delight to handle. The

Certificate, a stringent set wheel steering is light

of standards to which each and positive with a partly

yacht is built. balanced spade rudder

Those standards moulded onto a stainless

demand stainless steel steel stock. The rig has

studs for attaching the keel been laid out for ease of
to the hull. We exceed the handling and even short -

specification by fifty per handed the Corsair will

cent. The main structures of show a fine turn of speed,

the yacht are completely laid up by hand in glassfibre with good form stability and a good, secure feel.

which is constantly tested for strength and thickness, All in all, the Corsair is a yacht of which we at

and sealed with Westerly and those

a double gelcoat who are already

externally and owners can feel

internally to the proud. Weekend

waterline. The sailor or long

entire process distance cruiser.

takes place under the Westerly (orsair

carefully controlled is a serious

conditions of contender.
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